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In this paper, we proposed the first, fully-automatic approach to crawling the Hidden Web through
keyword-based interfaces. Our crawler uses an algorithm for automatically deriving a series of
keyword-based queries whose goal is to obtain high coverage while minimizing the costs. In other
words, our goal is to retrieve as much of the hidden contents as possible while minimizing the number
of required queries. The intuition behind our algorithm is that, by obtaining samples of the hidden
contents in a online database or document collection, we are able to discover keywords that have high
frequency. Then, by using these high-frequency keywords we are able to construct queries that return
a large number of answers.
Since our paper was published in the Proceedings of the Brazilian Database Sypomsium in 2004,
it has been cited sixty six times1 . Other hidden-Web crawlers were later proposed which make use
of our algorithm [Madhavan et al. 2008] and that present different crawling strategies [Ntoulas et al.
2005]. Ntoulas et al. [Ntoulas et al. 2005] proposed a crawling strategy that selects a query which
is most likely to retrieve the largest number of new pages according to an estimator. This work
differs from our approach in many ways. First, whereas our approach initially builds a sample of
the database before issuing crawling queries, Ntoulas et al. start the crawling process without any
knowledge about the database. As a result, several iterations (submissions) may be required before
effective queries are derived. Second, whereas the initial keywords issued in their method are set
manually, our approach automatically selects them. Third, their strategy does not take advantage of
keyword interfaces that accept disjunctive queries, which considerably reduces the number of queries
used by the crawler. Madhavan et al. [Madhavan et al. 2008] present a system for crawling hidden-Web
content to be incorporated into Google search engine index. Although their approach is targeted to
both structured forms and keyword-based interfaces, they apply our algorithm for generating queries
for the latter as well as to derive inputs for open-ended elements in structured forms. More recently,
we have extended our algorithm to adapt the query generation and selection to the characteristics of
the underlying index, and in a preliminary experimental evaluation, we have shown that the adaptive
strategy obtains higher coverage than the original, fixed strategy [Vieira et al. 2008].
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One of the main contributions of this paper was to show that it is feasible to automatically crawl
online databases through Web forms. To perform this task, however, it is necessary, first, to locate
the online databases on the Web. This motivated a series of subsequent papers whose focus was on
discovering and organizing hidden-Web sites [Barbosa 2009], including: focused crawlers specialized
for finding Web interfaces [Barbosa and Freire 2005; 2007a; Barbosa et al. 2007], a classification
method to identify relevant Web forms for a particular domain [Barbosa and Freire 2007b], and a
clustering algorithm that groups together forms beloging to the same database domain [Barbosa et al.
2007].
Our hidden-Web crawler is currently being used in a production setting to retrieve large volumes
of hidden content. Recently, we have used it to generate a query for retrieving the contents from the
Pubmed database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). While our sampling method produced a
coverage estimate of 90%, the actual crawl downloaded more than 90% of the actual Pubmed database
(roughly 17.2 million pages). This indicates that our approach can also be used to produce reliable
estimates of query coverage.
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